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Abstract

This thesis investigates two aspects concerning the influence of the ballast on vibra-
tions of railway bridges. The first one is the additional sti!ness due to the ballast.
For that, a special finite beam element with a non-linear longitudinal sti!ness asso-
ciated to the slip at the interface between the ballast and the bridge is implemented
and used to calculate vertical accelerations during and after the passage of a train.
The second one is the load distribution of the axle loads through the ballast. To
investigate this, a parametric study is carried out on a two dimensional model with
plane elements. Based on this load distribution, di!erent load shapes are created,
which are used in dynamic analyses in Matlab on three di!erent bridge models.

The conclusions are that a linear and a bi-linear longitudinal sti!ness at the inter-
face give similar maximum accelerations. Moreover, the critical train velocities are
increased with the additional sti!ness of the ballast. The study also shows that
distributed loads, in general, lowers the maximum accelerations, especially on short
bridges.
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Sammanfattning

Denna avhandling presenterar en enkel tvådimensionell bromodell som fångar både
den extra styvheten från ballasten och fördelningen av axellaster genom ballasten.
Ett nytt finita element med en icke-linjär längsgående styvhet associerad till glid-
ningen vid gränsytan mellan ballasten och bron är implementerad för att beräkna
vertikala accelerationer under och efter passagen av ett tåg. Numeriska tillämp-
ningar av det nya elementet visar att en linjär och en bi-linjär längsgående styvhet
vid gränssnittet ger samma maximala accelerationer.

En parameterstudie har gjorts på en tvådimensionell modell med plana element för
att undersöka lastfördelningen via ballasten. Flera lastmodeller skapas baserat på
denna fördelning, vilka används i dynamisk analyser i Matlab på tre olika bromod-
eller. Studien visar att en fördelad last sänker i allmänhet den maximala accelera-
tionen, särskilt på en kort bro.
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Nomenclature

Eb Elastic modulus of ballast (MPa)
hb Height of ballast layer (cm)
F Shear force in beam element from the additional sti!ness of the ballast (N/m)
g Slip between layers of the beam element (m)
C F/g (N/m2)
! Rayleigh damping coe"cient associated to the mass matrix
" Rayleigh damping coe"cient associated to the sti!ness matrix
# Damping ratio
Le Element length (m)
dt,!t Time step (s)
HSLM High Speed Load Model
FEM Finite Element Method
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In bridge design, using simple and correct models which capture the behavior of real
structures is vital. Conducting dynamic analyses of railway bridges by complex 3D
models with springs and dashpots require a high level of computer power and user
knowledge. With increasing train velocities the importance of simple and correct
methods also increases.

Discrepancies between the results from calculations and in-situ tests are often ob-
served in the dynamic behavior of railway bridges. These problems occur particularly
for short- and medium span bridges. It is not certain how the superstructure, rail,
sleepers and ballast, influence the results when calculating the dynamic response
of railway bridges, which poses another problem. To investigate this uncertainty,
Battini and Ülker-Kaustell (2011) propose a simple 2D finite element model which
considers the non-linear influence of the ballast. The element has a non-linear lon-
gitudinal sti!ness associated to the slip at the interface between the ballast and the
bridge. For the lowest natural bending frequency the model catches the influence
of the amplitude of vibrations, compared to in-situ tests on a bridge in northern
Sweden, the Skidträsk bridge. This thesis will use this element in dynamic analyses
with high speed trains to investigate the ability to calculate vertical accelerations
due to the passage of trains.

Furthermore, the most common approach in dynamic analyses is to apply a set of
point loads directly on the bridge model. The rails, sleepers and ballast distribute
the load over a certain area. Therefore, the axle loads from the train could also
be represented as distributed loads or several point loads if applying them directly
on the bridge in dynamic analysis (Johansson et al., 2011). To investigate this, a
parametric study is carried out on a two dimensional model with plane elements.
Based on the stress distribution from this model, di!erent load shapes are created,
which are used in dynamic analyses in Matlab on three di!erent bridge models.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aim and scope

This thesis aims at studying a simple 2D model which captures both the additional
sti!ness from the ballast and the distributing e!ect of the axle loads through the
ballast. This is achieved through the following steps:

Step 1
Creation of a 2D model using plane elements to investigate the distribution of
a static point load on the rail, through the ballast, to the bridge.

Step 2
Creation of linear bridge models of the Skidträsk bridge and two fictive short
bridges. A study of the response from HSLM- and Steel Arrow load models.

Step 3
Implementation of a non-linear model of the Skidträsk bridge considering the
ballast sti!ness and comparison with the linear model.

Step 4
Based on the results from Step 1, several load models will be tested on the
linear models from Step 2.

2



Chapter 2

Spread of the Axle Loads

The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the spread of the axel loads from a train
through the ballast. A literature review serves to explore how similar problems have
been previously solved. Based on the literature review, a two dimensional continuum
finite element model is developed to analyze the load distribution between the ballast
and the superstructure of the bridge. The results will be used to create several
di!erent load models that will be tested on the bridge models.

2.1 Literature Review

The literature in this study is summarized and presented below.

• When ballast and sub ballast are modeled, a discrete element method is typi-
cally used. The discrete model considers a granular medium as an assembly of
a finite number of distinct particles (Lim and McDowell, 2005; Rigueiro et al.,
2010; Saussine et al., 2006). This method is typically used to model ballast.
However, it is di"cult to find the characteristics of the contact surfaces of each
particle and each time step. Other disadvantages are the need of computer
power and the time consuming calculations. Another way to study the ballast
is by using a continuum model. Herein, the grain aggregates are considered
as a continuum by assuming that the grains have infinitesimal size (Nguyen
et al., 2003).

• Johansson et al. (2011) propose a triangular load distribution of the train load
on the sleepers. Based on figure 2.1 the concentrated loads on each sleeper are
distributed according to figure 2.2. Two di!erent values of the rail sti!ness
have been studied, k=150 MNm4 and k=300 MNm4. The corresponding spring
sti!ness is calculated as K = k/s, where s is the distance between the springs.
This load model is used to represent the train load on the superstructure of
the bridge.

3



CHAPTER 2. SPREAD OF THE AXLE LOADS

Figure 2.1: Beam model with spring supports seperated with the distance s. After
Johansson et al. (2011, p. 22)

Figure 2.2: Distribution of loads on sleepers, impact of load position and the rail
sti!ness k. After Johansson et al. (2011, p. 22)

• Desai and Siriwardane (1982) present three finite element formulations based
on one, two and three dimension idealization for track support structures. In
the two dimension continuum case an eight node isoparametric element is used
to model the rail, sleepers, ballast, subballast and soil. Thin interface elements
are used to allow relative motions between the di!erent layers.

• Shahu et al. (1999) use a three-dimensional linear elastic finite element model
to investigate the e!ect of various track parameters on overall track responses.
A parametric study is performed by keeping some track properties fixed and
varying the sub-ballast depth, dsb, rail moment of inertia, Ir, modulus of elas-
ticity of the ballast, Eb, sub-ballast Esb and subgrade Es. The most influential
track parameter to the major principal stress under the sub-ballast layer be-
neath the rail seat was the depth of sub-ballast and subgrade modulus. More-
over, Shahu et al. (1999) use zero thickness surface elements to simulate the
interface between layers, i.e. sleeper - ballast and ballast - sub-ballast.

• Kumaran et al. (2003) implement a detailed finite element of the railway track
structure. They model the rail section with solid elements, resting on discrete
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2.1. LITERATURE REVIEW

supports of rail-pad. However, the spring behavior of the rail fastenings with
an uplift motion of the rail is not considered. Accounting for the elastic prop-
erties of the sleeper, ballast and sub-ballast, three-dimensional solid elements
are used. Furthermore, the interesting parameter used in this study is Eb =
150-350 MPa.

• Bourgeois et al. (2011) performs an experimental and numerical study of a
reinforced earth wall subjected to a local load to investigate the mechanical
response of earth structures associated to rail tra"c. Full scale tests and finite
element models in both plane strain and three-dimensions were performed. In
their plane-strain model, quadratic isoparametric elements (eight-node quad-
rangular elements) are used for the ballast and sub-ballast. Eb = 150 MPa
and $b=0.2.

• Rauert et al. (2010) study how the ballast a!ects the load transfer between
two separated structures. Numerous two-track railway bridges often provide
two separated bridge decks but with a continuous ballast layer. Experimen-
tal tests identifies the parameters which a!ect the load transfer. Furthermore,
numerical analyses are done to investigate the influence of mechanical parame-
ters. A sti!ness parameter describing the load transfer between the structures
is found. The tests show that the ballast introduces an additional bending
sti!ness to the structure. This is of great interest in terms of serviceability
limit state design.

• Ricci et al. (2005) investigate the dynamic behavior of a double layer structure,
with ballast and sub-ballast, under the action of a moving load. Because of
the small number of aggregate grains in the vertical direction of the ballast
layer, the structure is modeled as a discrete/continuum model. A comparison
with a continuum /continuum model was made to study the rigidity di!erence
in the boundary layer between the two layers. Concerning the under layer
sti!ness, the load velocity and grain size, a parametric study is carried out.
The authors conclude that the discrete /continuum model converge to the
continuum /continuum model when ballast grain size approaches zero. They
also point out that the velocity of the moving load and the under layer sti!ness
have a great impact of the vertical acceleration and displacement in the ballast
layer.

• Nguyen et al. (2003) implement a continuum model of granular material to de-
scribe the no-tensional e!ects. A continuum model is used with an introduced
discontinuous phenomena that occur in granular materials. The hypotheses
and the constitutive law for granular bodies in 3D are derived from a proposed
modified elastic strain-energy function. Within the context of finite element
method the proposed constitutive relations are numerically implemented. A
simple example is presented to analyze the di!erence between the vertical
stresses in two di!erent cases, the nonlinear elastic case and the no-tension
nonlinear elastic case. The example simulates a quasi-static test on ballast
materials. The test showes that the vertical stresses in the no-tension non-
linear elastic case are higher than in non-linear elastic case. Therefore the
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CHAPTER 2. SPREAD OF THE AXLE LOADS

no-tension non-linear elastic model is the weaker one. Hence, it is likely that
the no-tension e!ect in granular structures is of great importance.

Based on these articles and reports there are obviously several ways to model the
track superstructure. Some authors model the track superstructure, sleepers and
ballast, with discrete elements, other use three dimensional linear elastic solid el-
ements. For models in two dimensions, continuum eight node plane elements are
often used.

The interface between the layers of the track superstructure is in some cases modeled
with thin zero thickness contact elements to allow relative motions. Nguyen et al.
(2003) discussed the no-tension e!ects in ballast. The conclusion is that the vertical
stresses in the ballast become higher when the no-tension e!ect is considered.

Shahu et al. (1999) draw the conclusion that the parameters that had the greatest
impact on the stress distribution under the ballast layer were the depth and the
Young’s modulus of the ballast. Furthermore, the literature review shows that the
Young’s modulus of ballast is very uncertain, since several di!erent values have beed
used (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Di!erent values of the Young’s Modulus of ballast from the literature
review.

Eb Reference

150 – 350 (Kumaran et al., 2003)
150 (Bourgeois et al., 2011)
100 (Ricci et al., 2005)

150, 165, 180 (Shahu et al., 1999)
97 (Costa et al., 2011)

MPa

2.2 Lusas Model

A 2D finite element model is implemented in the FEM software Lusas to find the
vertical stress at the interface between the ballast and the underlying bridge super-
structure from the axle load on the rail. Two di!erent elastic models are used, a
linear and a non-linear. The di!erence between the models is the connection be-
tween the sleepers and the ballast. In the linear elastic case, the contact surfaces
of the sleepers and the ballast are rigidly connected. In the non-linear case the
sleepers are connected to the ballast with a zero thickness joint element which only
transfers compression loads. This is done to consider that the sleepers in reality
cannot transfer any uplifting forces or moments to the ballast. To transfer all the
vertical compression loads to the ballast, the spring sti!ness of the joint is set very
high. The force displacement relationship for the joint in vertical and horizontal
directions are illustrated in figures 2.3(a) and 2.3(b). The rails are modeled with
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2.3. GEOMETRY AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES

2D thick beam elements and are rigidly connected to the sleepers. For the sleepers
and ballast, plane stress isoparametric eight node elements with a 2!2 Gauss rule
are used. The ballast material is linear elastic.

Half of the bridge is modeled along the symmetry line under the load to simplify
the model and make it faster to solve. The boundary conditions are as follows: the
horizontal translations are fixed along the vertical edges and the vertical translations
are fixed along the horizontal edges. Along the symmetry line, the rail is fixed in
horizontal translations and rotations, see figure 2.4 and 2.5.

To represent an axle load from a train, a point load is applied on the rail. Because
a symmetric model is used, half of the axle load is placed on the rail along the
symmetry line. The load is placed at two di!erent positions, direct on top of a
sleeper and between two sleepers.

F!

u!

(a)

F!

u!

(b)

Figure 2.3: Force-displacement diagrams for the zero thickness joint between the
sleepers and the ballast. (a) Force-displacement in vertical direction, (b)
Force-displacement in horizontal direction.

2.3 Geometry and Material Properties

The bridge model has a length of 18 meter, which is half of the length of the studied
Skidträsk Bridge. The distance between the sleepers is 0.65 meter and the rail is
UIC60, specified by Banverket (1995). In table 2.2, the properties of the rail and
the sleepers are listed. Sections from the model are illustrated in figure 2.4 and 2.5.

Table 2.2: Input parameters. [1] (Banverket, 2002a)

E I v !

Rail 210 30.68 · 10!6 0.28 7800
Sleepers 371 - 0.2 2400

GPa m4 m kg/m3
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CHAPTER 2. SPREAD OF THE AXLE LOADS

Figure 2.4: A section of the no-tension model with a point load on top of a sleeper
(top right corner). The figure consists of, from the top, rail, sleepers, joint
elements and ballast. The arrows at the edge of the model represent the
boundary conditions.

Figure 2.5: A section of the no-tension model with a point load between two sleepers.
In the same manner as above.

2.4 Load distribution according to Eurocode

Chapter 6.3.6 in Eurocode EN 1991-2 (CEN, 2007, p. 64-65) provides a model to
calculate the load distribution under the ballast layer when a point load is placed
directly on top of a sleeper. The concentrated load is distributed through the rails
and the sleepers according to figure 2.6(a). Through the ballast, the loads are
distributed according to figure 2.6(b).
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2.5. PARAMETRIC STUDY

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6: From chapter 6.3.6 in Eurocode EN 1991-2 (CEN, 2007, p. 64-65). (a)Qvi
is the concentrated load on the rail from the HSLM train. a: is the
distance between the sleepers. (b)1 : Load from rail on the sleeper.
2 : the reference plane, bridge superstructure. b: is the width of the
distributed load.

2.5 Parametric Study

A parametric study is done to evaluate how the Young’s modulus, Eb, and the depth,
hb, of the ballast influence the stress distribution at the interface between the ballast
and the superstructure of the bridge. The stress distribution from the rail to the
surrounding sleepers is also studied. The tested Young’s modulus are 100, 200 and
350 MPa. The depths of the ballast under the sleepers are set to 0.65 meter, which
is the average ballast depth at Skidträsk bridge, and 0.4 meter, which is the lowest
acceptable ballast depth due to Banverket (2002b).

2.6 Stress Distributions

The stress distribution at the interface between the ballast and the bridge super-
structure with the di!erent ballast depths and elastic moduli of the ballast are shown
in figure 2.8(b). In the same figure, the calculated load distribution from Eurocode
EN 1991-2 is plotted. Figure 2.9(b) shows the load distribution plot from the case
when the concentrated point load is placed between two sleepers. This is not com-
pared with Eurocode because it does not consider this case. The positions of the
concentrated loads, rail and sleepers are shown in figure 2.8(a) and figure 2.9(a).

The percentages of how the axle load is distributed over each sleeper are presented
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CHAPTER 2. SPREAD OF THE AXLE LOADS

in table 2.3 and 2.4. The load distribution under each sleeper is labeled S(x)(y) (in
percent). The first number, (x), is the sleeper number and the second number, (y),
is the load position. (1) is when the load is placed on top of a sleeper and (2) is
when the load is placed between two sleepers, figure 2.7. By integrating the stresses
under each sleeper at the interface between the joints and the ballast, a force under
each sleeper is found. These forces are divided with the axle load.

S11           S21            S31            S41        

S12           S22            S32            S42        
Figure 2.7: Sleeper labels.

Table 2.3: Percentage of the total load under each sleeper. The point load is placed
on top of sleeper number 2.

hb = 0.40 meter hb = 0.65 meter
Eb S11 S21 S31 S41 S11 S21 S31 S41

100 23 56 23 0 25 50 25 0
200 19 62 19 0 21 58 21 0
350 15 70 15 0 17 66 17 0
MPa % % % % % % % %

Table 2.4: Percentage of the total load under each sleeper. The point load is placed
on the rail between sleeper number 2 and sleeper number 3.

hb = 0.40 meter hb = 0.65 meter
Eb S12 S22 S32 S42 S12 S22 S32 S42

100 5 45 45 5 8 42 42 8
200 1 49 49 1 3 47 47 3
350 0 50 50 0 1 49 49 1
MPa % % % % % % % %
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2.6. STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS
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Figure 2.8: (a) Position of point load, (b) Comparison of di!erent Eb, hb and Eu-
rocode.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Position of point load, (b) Comparison of di!erent Eb and hb.

Figure 2.10 shows the di!erence between the models with and without no-tension
joints between the sleepers and the ballast.
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2.7. COMMENTS ON THE STRESS DISTRIBUTIONS
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Figure 2.10: Comparison between No-tension and simple model.

2.7 Comments on the Stress Distributions

The Young’s modulus of the ballast clearly a!ects the load distribution. A smaller
value of Eb distributes the concentrated load on the rail over several sleepers, which
a!ects the load shape. It is also clear that the depth of the ballast influence the
shape of the stress distribution. For instance, the distributed load has a perspicuous
m-shape in the case when hb = 0.40 meter and the concentrated load is placed
between two sleepers, figure 2.9(b). The simple model without no-tension joints
gives a wider load distribution on the superstructure of the bridge compared to the
no-tension model. This simple model also give rise to higher tensile stresses in the
ballast than the no-tension model.

An interesting observation is that the stress distribution according to Eurocode and
the Lusas model are not very di!erent when comparing stress magnitudes. This is
of course only valid for the load applied on a sleeper.
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Chapter 3

Theory

3.1 Non-linear finite element

The non-linear bridge model uses a finite element developed by Battini and Ülker-
Kaustell (2011). The following section will briefly describe the properties of this
element. The element is a version of the two dimensional beam element with two
degrees of freedom per node. It consists of two layers, shown in figure 3.1. Layer a
represents the bridge and layer b represents the track superstructure composed by
ballast, sleepers and rails.

Figure 3.1: Element kinematics. Figure from Battini and Ülker-Kaustell (2011)

The Euler-Bernoulli hyptohesis with cubic shape functions gives
v(x) = %1(x)v1 + %2(x)&1 + %3(x)v2 + %4(x)&2

&(x) =
'v

'x
= v"

(3.1)

with
%1(x) = 1" 3(

x

L
)2 + 2(

x

L
)3

%2(x) = x(1" x

L
)2

%3(x) = 3(
x

L
)2 " 2(

x

L
)3

%4(x) =
x2

L
(
x

L
" 1)

(3.2)
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CHAPTER 3. THEORY

Since there are no axial displacements, horizontal degrees of freedom are not neces-
sary. This element has the same sti!ness and mass matrices as the classical Euler-
Bernoulli beam element,

k =
EI

L3

!

"""#

12 6L "12 6L

6L 4L2 "6L 2L2

"12 "6L 12 "6L

6L 2L2 "6L 4L2
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m =
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420

!

"""#

156 22L 54 "13L
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"13L "3L2 "22L 4L2
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with EI = EaIa + EbIb and m = (aAa + (bAb. The notations a and b are for each
layer respectively of the beam element.

In addition to the regular bending sti!ness, the non-linear additional sti!ness of the
ballast is modeled by a shear force F along the interface between the bridge and the
ballast. F is a non-linear function of the slip g, see figure 3.2(a) and 3.2(b). From
these figures and equation 3.1 and 3.2, the following expressions are obtained,

F = F (g), C =
'F

'g
(3.3)

g = h& = hGu (3.4)

with
G =

'
%"
1(x) %"

2(x) %"
3(x) %"

4(x)
(

(3.5)

and
u =

'
v1 &1 v2 &2

(T
. (3.6)
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3.1. NON-LINEAR FINITE ELEMENT

(a)

F!

g!

F0!

g0!

C1!
!"

(b)

Figure 3.2: Slip at the interface and the bilinear shear force-slip law.

fi are the internal forces at the nodes which give the same virtual work as the force
F ,

)uTfi =

)

L

)gTFdx (3.7)

which by introducing equation 3.4 gives

fi = h

)

L

GTFdx (3.8)

The corresponding tangent sti!ness matrix kt, defined by

)fi = kt)u (3.9)
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is obtained from equations 3.3, 3.4, 3.8 and 3.9 as

kt = h2

)

L

GTCGdx (3.10)

To calculate fi and kt, three Gauss points along the length of the interface are
used (marked by x in figure 3.1). It can be noted that G consists of second order
polynomials and consequently an exact integration is obtained if C is constant and
taken as

C0 =
F0

g0
. (3.11)

This means that only the linear part in figure 3.2(b) is considered. In that case, the
tangent sti!ness matrix is constant and obtained as

kt =
Ch2

30L

!

"""#

36 3L "36 3L

3L 4L2 "3L "L2

"36 "3L 36 "3L

3L "L2 "3L 4L2

$

%%%&

For the Skidträsk bridge, the properties F0 and g0 of the non-linear element have
previously been evaluated by Battini and Ülker-Kaustell (2011). They have been
chosen so that the di!erence between the measured and calculated first eigenmodes
is minimised. The measured accelerations after a train passage range between 0.03
m/s2 and 0.26 m/s2. Because of this, it is not really clear how the bridge will react
to loads causing larger amplitudes of accelerations, at resonance. Therefore, the
response of the bridge will be calculated using five di!erent relations between F
and g, table 3.1 and figure 3.3. Both Non-Linear 1 and Non-Linear 2 have been
obtained using experiments and they di!er since the behaviour at large amplitudes
is uncertain. The purpose with Linear 2 and 3 is to investigate if the part before g0
is important.

Table 3.1: Relations between F and g

Case F0 g0 C0 C1

Linear 1 0 0 0 0
Linear 2 - - 0.3 · 6685/2.103 · 10!5 -
Linear 3 - - 2 · 0.3 · 6685/2.103 · 10!5 -
Non-Linear 1 6685 2.103 · 10!5 6685/2.103 · 10!5 0
Non-Linear 2 6685 2.103 · 10!5 6685/2.103 · 10!5 0.3 · C0

N/m m N/m2 N/m2
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3.2. TIME INTEGRATION METHOD

F!

g!

F0!

g0!

Non-linear 2!

Non-linear 1!
Linear 3!

Linear 2!

Linear 1!

Figure 3.3: Schematic view of F-g relationship for the di!erent cases.

3.2 Time Integration Method

The choice of integration method is between implicit and explicit. Explicit methods
are conditionally stable if the time step is small enough. Otherwise the solution
can "blow up", becoming unstable. Explicit methods require less computer power.
However in this two dimensional problem an implicit method is used. Implicit direct
integration is well suited to structural dynamics problems and nonlinearity can be
accommodated without great trouble (Cook et al., 2002, p. 408-409).

Cook et al. (2002, p. 418) give the relations for the average acceleration method,
which is used in this thesis.

'u̇

'u
=

2

!t
,

'ü

'u
=

4

!t2
(3.12)

To solve the non-linear problem, the residual r is calculated from the equation of
motion at every time step. By using an iterative procedure the residual is minimized
until it reaches zero. The iterations are denoted by the index k and the time steps
by the index n.

r(u, u̇, ü) = mü+ cu̇+ fi + ku" fe (3.13)

fe are the external forces at the nodes, coming from the train load. Using the
average acceleration method, u̇ and ü in equation 3.13 can be expressed using only
u. This makes

r(u) = mü(u)+ cu̇(u)+ fi(u)+ ku" fe (3.14)
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The iteration process is done with Newton’s method, which is

r(uk+1
n+1) = r(uk

n+1) + S(uk
n+1)(u

k+1
n+1 " uk

n+1) (3.15)

where
S(uk

n+1) =

*
'r

'u

+
(3.16)

which is called the iteration matrix and can be derived as

S(u) = m
'ü

'u
+ c

'u̇

'u
+

'fi

'u
+ k

'u

'u
(3.17)

Using 3.9 and 3.12 with 3.17

S(u) = m
4

!t2
+ c

2

!t
+ kt + k (3.18)

The solution should satisfy the criterion

r(uk+1
n+1) = 0 (3.19)

In equation 3.15, a correction vector !uk is introduced

S!uk = "r(uk
n+1)

!uk = "S!1r
(3.20)

The correct solution to the equation of motion is obtained by updating u at the end
of every iteration. At the k + 1 iteration, we have

uk+1
n+1 = uk

n+1 +!uk

u̇k+1
n+1 = u̇k

n+1 +
2

!t
!uk

ük+1
n+1 = ük

n+1 +
4

!t2
!uk

(3.21)

If C is constant, the problem becomes linear and can be solved without Newton’s
method. Since the global k matrix is not dependent of u the integration becomes
much faster.

3.3 Choice of Time Step

The choice of time step is important. It needs to be small enough to give accu-
rate results without making the model unnecessary time consuming. To compute
accurate accelerations, which is heavily influenced by the time step, a time step of
0.001 seconds is chosen. Furthermore, 0.002 seconds is also found to be acceptable
but larger time steps larger does not give su"cient accuracy. The accelerations at a
specific point using di!erent time steps has been compared for Skidträsk Linear 1,
see table 3.2.
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3.4. RAYLEIGH DAMPING

Table 3.2: Convergence study of time step. The acceleration has full convergence at
the time step 0.0002 seconds.

Time step (s) Acceleration (m/s2) Di!erence
0.002 1.151 1.96 %
0.001 1.169 0.43 %
0.0005 1.174 0 %
0.0002 1.174 -

3.4 Rayleigh Damping

Rayleigh damping, also known as proportional damping, is used. The global damp-
ing matrix c is defined as a linear combination of the global mass and bending
sti!ness matrices.

c = !m+ "k (3.22)

with
! = #

2*1*2

*1 + *2
, " = #

2

*1 + *2
. (3.23)

To ensure reasonable damping ratios for the modes contributing to the response, *1

and *2 are chosen as the natural frequencies of the first and third vertical bending
modes of the linear bridge. Furthermore, the second mode will have slightly smaller
damping and for modes higher than the third, the damping will increase with the
frequency (Chopra, 2007, p. 457-458).

!" !# 

Rayleigh damping

Figure 3.4: Rayleigh damping.
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3.5 Verification

The theory in this chapter is implemented in Matlab. The Matlab code was verified
by implementing the same linear test cases in Brigade Plus. Both models gave
exactly the same numerical output.
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Chapter 4

Loads

4.1 Train Load Models

4.1.1 HSLM

The bridge will be loaded with the HSLM A1 train configuration according to chapter
6.4.6 in Eurocode EN 1991-2 (CEN, 2007, p. 77-78). The HSLM is a system of point
loads. The HSLM-A1 load model consists of two locomotives, one in the front and
one in the back, two personal train trolleys direct connected to the locomotives and
18 personal train trolleys in between (figure 4.1). The total length of the train model
is 397.5 m and every point load P= 170 kN .

Figure 4.1: The HSLM-A1 load model. N =18, D=18m, d=2m, P=170kN. (1):
Locomotive (2): Personal train trolley connected to locomotive. (3):
Personal train trolley.

4.1.2 The Steel Arrow

The Steel Arrow train is used for transporting ore from the mines in the north of
Sweden. The configuration of locomotives and wagons can di!er. In this thesis, it
consists of two Rc4 locomotives and 26 wagons. The axle loads of the locomotives
and the wagons are 195 kN and 250 kN respectively. For each wagon, the bogie
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CHAPTER 4. LOADS

distance is 8.6 meters, the distance between two axles within a bogie is 1.8 meters
and the length is 13.9 meters. The corresponding distances for the Rc4 locomotive
are 7.7 meters, 2.7 meters and 13.9 meters.

4.2 Nodal Loading

The HSLM and Steel Arrow trains are a series of point loads with a velocity. Since
in FEM a load can only be applied to the degrees of freedom, the point load has
to be distributed on the surrounding nodes somehow. When the point load P is
between two nodes, the consistent nodal loading for one beam element is
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using Euler-Bernoulli shape functions. Here P is the axle load, L is the element
length and x1 is the distance from the load to the left node. For a distributed load
the consistent nodal loads in figure 4.2, based on Euler-Bernoulli shape functions
are implemented.
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Figure 4.2: Consistent nodal loads, distributed load.
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4.3. SLEEPER LOAD DISTRIBUTION

4.3 Sleeper Load Distribution

Four linear functions are proposed to calculate the load distribution under the sleep-
ers when the axle loads moves along the rail, see figure 4.3, based on tables 2.3 and
2.4. When the axle load moves from on top of a sleeper to between two sleepers,
a new distribution is calculated by interpolating the load position linearly. These
functions are presented below.

!"#$%
&$''(')%

*"$$"+,%
*)#-.'%

/0% /1% /2% /3%

1%0% 2% 3%

4% 4%4%4%

5%

6%

!%

Figure 4.3: The load distribution under each sleeper is illustrated when the axle load
moves along the bridge.

S(x)(y) is the percent of the axel load P that is distributed under each sleeper. The
first number, after S, indicates the sleeper and the second number indicates the load
position. When the second number is (1) the load is on top of a sleeper and when
it is (2) the load is between two sleepers, see figure 2.7.

q1 = P · (S11" (S11" S12) · x
L
) · 1

b
(4.1)

q2 = P · (S21" (S21" S22) · x
L
) · 1

b
(4.2)
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q3 = P · (S31" (S31" S32) · x
L
) · 1

b
(4.3)

q4 = P · (S41" (S41" S42) · x
L
) · 1

b
(4.4)

4.4 Load Shapes

To see how the bridge response depends on what type of load the axles of the HSLM
or Steel Arrow trains are represented by, several di!erent load "shapes" will be
tested. Figure 4.4 displays four of the di!erent types of load shapes that will be
tested in the dynamic analysis. The other load shapes will be based on the results
from the finite element model in chapter 2.6. The load shapes are

1. One point load

2. Three point loads according to chapter 6.3.6 in Eurocode EN 1991-2 (CEN,
2007, p. 64-65).

3. The previous load with a 4:1 load distribution through the ballast. Repre-
sented by nine point loads.

4. Triangular load shape. Represented by fifteen point loads.

5. A load shape based on the stress distribution under the ballast in the FE-
model from chapter 2, represented by 22 point loads. These point loads are
found by integrating the vertical stress under the ballast to forces, see figure
2.8(b) and 2.9(b).

6. A distributed load shape under each sleeper that varies with the position of
the axel load, see section 4.3. Each distributed load is represented using seven
point loads.

Common for all load shapes is that the total sum of the forces of one shape is equal
to the specific axle load.

A convergence study has been performed to see the di!erence in using 3, 5, 9 or 15
point loads to represent the triangular load shape. The conclusion was that 5, 9 or
15 point loads give very similar results on a simply supported bridge model.
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Chapter 5

Case Studies

This chapter will describe the bridges studied in this thesis and how they are mod-
eled.

5.1 Skidträsk Bridge Model

5.1.1 Structural system

The model of the Skidträsk bridge is based on the model by Battini and Ülker-
Kaustell (2011).

The Skidträsk bridge is a single span, concrete-steel composite bridge carrying one
ballasted track, figure 5.1(a). The rails lie on concrete sleepers with a center distance
of 65 cm. The ballast consists of two layers with a thickness of approximately one
meter in total. The load from the track is transferred to the main steel beams by a
reinforced concrete slab. The height of the slab varies between 30 and 40 cm and the
width is 6.7 meters. The steel beams are simply supported with respect to vertical
bending moments. The line of supports is skewed relative to the longitudinal axis
of the track (Battini and Ülker-Kaustell, 2011). In the model, the bridge is simply
supported at the end of the span. The 0.3 meters long cantilevers of the bridge are
neglected since they are small and well known that they cause problems in dynamic
analyses, see figure 5.1(b). The problem with cantilevers of this kind is investigated
later on a short bridge.

5.1.2 Cross section and Material properties

The model consists of 40 beam elements. The equivalent steel section parameters
of the first 20 elements, starting from the left are given in table 5.1. Furthermore,
the concrete section is considered cracked when calculating these properties. By
symmetry, properties for the rest of the elements are chosen likewise (Battini and
Ülker-Kaustell, 2011). The sti!ness of the track superstructure includes only the
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 5.1: (a) Composite bridge, Skidträsk bridge (c) Cross-section.

rails, EbIb = 1.283 · 107.

The mass of the track superstructure including rails and ballast is (bAb = 8280kg/m.
Therefore, the total mass per meter bridge is m = (aAa + (bAb.

Table 5.1: Properties of the bridge. Ea = 210 GPa

Element Le Aa Ia !a

1 0.25 0.3662 0.3852 21645
2-6 0.75 0.3564 0.3154 22023
7-10 1 0.4042 0.3424 20337
11-14 1 0.4744 0.3840 18490
15-20 1 0.5042 0.3958 17932

m m2 m4 kg/m3

5.1.3 Damping

Rayleigh damping described in section 3.4 is used. The damping ratio, #, is 0.005
which gives *1 = 2 · + · 2.63 and *2 = 2 · + · 23.2. The damping parameters ! and "
are 0.1484 and 6.1703·10!5 respectively.
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5.2. SHORT BRIDGES

5.1.4 Skidträsk Bridge Model with Sleeper Loads

A second bridge model is created in order to apply the loads as described in section
4.3. This model has 388 beam elements and 778 degrees of freedom. Under each
sleeper there is an area which is a!ected by the load, figure 5.2. This area contains
six elements of 0.1 meters. Between each area there is an unloaded surface containing
one element of 0.05 meters. According to the load distribution through the ballast
that is proposed in chapter 6.3.6.2 in Eurocode EN 1991-2 (CEN, 2007, p. 65) and
the load distribution under each sleeper, a distributed load on the superstructure of
the bridge is calculated. The considered ballast depth is 0.65 meter which represent
the Skidträsk bridge. Under the sleepers, at the interface between the ballast and
the bridge, the distributed loads from each sleeper are represented by small point
loads on every node of the elements. The amplitude of these point loads varies with
the position of the axle load on the rail.
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Figure 5.2: Skidträsk Bridge Model with Sleeper Loads

5.2 Short Bridges

To investigate how the spread of the axle loads influences the response of a shorter
bridge, two hypothetical bridges are studied, see figure 5.3. The first one is simply
supported with a 15 meter span, referred to as Short Bridge. The second one
represents a bridge with integrated back walls one meter from the supports, referred
to as Short Bridge with integrated back walls. This is done to see if the spread of the
axle loads decrease the impact when the load hits the bridge compared to a point
load.

The rayleigh damping used on Skidträsk are implemented on these bridges, but with
the first and third eigen frequency of the short bridges.
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!"#$# !#$#!#$#

Figure 5.3: The Short Bridges

Cross-sectional properties of these bridges has been calculated by scaling the average
moment of inertia of Skidträsk using the maximum moment for a simply supported
beam with a distributed load q:

ql21
8
I1

=

ql22
8
I2

# I2 = I1
l22
l21

(5.1)

On short bridges, shear forces are often governing which makes I2 proportional to
l2/l1 rather than l22/l

2
1. Equation 5.1 gives I2 = 0.067m4, which is rounded up to

I2 = 0.1m4 to account for the shear e!ect. A fictive steel beam is created to get the
area for the cross-section.

Since these short bridges have a constant cross-section, the element mesh is simplified
compared to Skidträsk. The element sizes and cross-sectional properties are shown
in table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Properties of the short bridges

Element Le A I !

Short Bridge 1-30 0.5 0.2448 0.097 7850
Short Bridge 1-8, 35-42 0.25 0.2448 0.097 7850
with integrated abutments 9-34 0.5 0.2448 0.097 7850

m m2 m4 kg/m3

As with Skidträsk, the sleeper loads are also applied on the short bridge. In this
case there are two 30 cm elements under each sleeper loaded with a distributed load
q(t).

A second short bridge has been implemented, to ensure that the short bridge used
in this thesis has a representative behaviour of short bridges of this type in general.
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The properties of this short bridge are taken from Rashid (2011, p 15).

The linear average acceleration solver described in chapter 3 is used, without any
contributing sti!ness from the ballast (Case: Linear 1, in table 3.1). For the short
bridges, a solver using modal superposition and the average acceleration method
with the first three eigenmodes is also used, according to appendix A2.4.4.2 in
Eurocode EN 1990 (CEN, 2010, p. 70). The theory behind modal superposition can
be found in Chopra (2007, p. 475).
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Chapter 6

Results

6.1 Influence of the additional ballast sti!ness

The HSLM A1 load model has been implemented on the bridge model with prop-
erties according to the five di!erent cases in table 3.1. In figure 6.1 the maximum
vertical acceleration of the bridge has been calculated with a train speed ranging
from 40 km/h to 250 km/h with a step of 1 km/h. The maximum acceleration
often occurs when the train is on the bridge or when the last axle leaves the bridge.
Therefore, the analysis is made from the time when the train enters the bridge until
three seconds after it leaves and the bridge is in a state of free vibration.

In 64 % of the tested train speeds for Linear 1, the maximum acceleration occurs
in node 20, 21 or 22, where node 21 is in the middle of the bridge. The other cases
has approximately the same percentage, ± two percentage points. By checking a
frequency spectrum of the acceleration, it is clear that mainly the first and third
mode are contributing to the total response.

Studying figure 6.1, Linear 1 and Non-Linear 1 follows each other. The same
applies to Linear 2 and Non-Linear 2. Since the bridge is largely deformed when
the maximum acceleration occurs, the finite element has a large slip (g > g0).
Therefore, the bridge models with the same C at large slips have a similar response.
All of the five curves have a similar form but a shift to the right is observed. As C
increases, the bridge becomes sti!er resulting in a shift to the right of the peaks in
the maximum acceleration diagrams. The critical train speed is approximately the
frequency of the first mode multiplied with the axle distance of the train. A sti!er
bridge leads to higher frequency which results in higher critical train speed.

Figure 6.2 shows the maximum vertical displacements in the middle of the bridge
for the di!erent cases. The displacements are significantly lower for Linear 2, Linear
3 and Non-Linear 2, which is interesting in fatigue design.
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Figure 6.1: Maximum absolute accelerations from HSLM A1. One point load per
axle.
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Figure 6.2: Maximum absolute vertical displacements, Steel Arrow.
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6.2 Influence of the Spread of the Axle Loads

6.2.1 Skidträsk Bridge

Figure 6.3 shows the di!erence in maximum accelerations when using di!erent load
shapes. Distributed loads of di!erent types lower the acceleration at all speeds.
However, at the peaks where the bridge is in some form of resonance the di!erence
is very small between the di!erent load distributions and one point load. Studying
the graph closer one can see that results obtained with the Eurocode distribution,
Triangular load (2.5 meter base), Eb = 200 MPa on sleeper and between sleeper are
similar.

In figure 6.4 the ballast depth hb is 40 cm instead of 65 cm. Because of this, other
load shapes have been tested. The results obtained with the three point loads and
the load distributions with Eb = 350 MPa are similar. The same applies for the
results obtained with the Eurocode distribution and Eb = 100 MPa.

Figure 6.5 and 6.6 shows the corresponding results for the Steel Arrow train.
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Figure 6.3: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1 load
model using di!erent load models, hb = 65 cm. Skidträsk Bridge.
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Figure 6.4: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1 load
model using di!erent load models, hb = 40 cm. Skidträsk Bridge
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Figure 6.5: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the Steel Arrow load
model using di!erent load models, hb = 65 cm. Skidträsk Bridge
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Figure 6.6: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the Steel Arrow load
model using di!erent load models, hb = 40 cm. Skidträsk Bridge

There is a problem when using a constant load shape. In reality, the load shape
changes depending if the load is on a sleeper or between two sleepers. Therefore, the
variable sleeper load function has been implemented on the Skidträsk Bridge and
the results are shown in figure 6.7. From this figure it is clear that the di!erence in
using a variable sleeper load function and a constant load shape is very small on a
bridge like Skidträsk.
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Figure 6.7: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1 load
model using the sleeper load function. Skidträsk Bridge

6.2.2 Short Bridge

Based on the results at Skidträsk, some load shapes has been chosen to run on the
Short Bridge to see if the di!erence between one point load and distributed loads
are larger. In figure 6.8, it is obvious that the di!erences in maximum accelerations
are larger than for the longer Skidträsk Bridge. Especially the peaks obtained for
one point load between 250 km/h and 300 km/h are significantly decreased.

Figure 6.9 shows the di!erence in response using implicit direct integration with
all modes and modal superposition with the first three modes. On this simply
supported short bridge, the first three modes are representing the response of the
bridge very well. The other load shapes has not been included in this plot because
similar results are obtained for them.
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Figure 6.8: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1 load
model using di!erent load models. Short Bridge.
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Figure 6.9: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1. Compar-
ing results when using three modes and all modes. Short Bridge.
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The variable sleeper loads were applied to the short bridge and the result is shown
in figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1 load
model using the sleeper load function.

In figure 6.11 the di!erence in using Timoshenko and Euler-Bernoulli shape functions
for the load distribution is shown. The results are not that di!erent when comparing
maximum accelerations. The Timoshenko shape functions give a few extra small
peaks.
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Figure 6.11: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1 load
model. Comparing Timoshenko and Euler-Bernoulli shape functions
for the load.

6.2.3 Short Bridge with Integrated Abutments

In dynamic analyses with implicit integration on a bridge model of this type, the
acceleration of the bridge increases without converging, when the time steps are
taken smaller and smaller. This is due to the influence of the higher modes which
are not well represented by the model. However, when modal superposition with
the first three modes is used, the solution converges. This problem is illustrated in
figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12: Visualising how di!erent constant timesteps influence the response of
the bridge with integrated abutments. Load: Three point loads with
Eurocode distribution, 10 km/h step. Short Bridge with integrated
abutments.

A problem has been discovered when applying load shapes represented by point
loads to a bridge with integrated abutments that is not present on a simply sup-
ported bridge. When the train velocity ranges between 40 and 300 km/h, the load
frequency of the point loads seems to excite the third mode in a way that creates
large resonance peaks. Moreover, a distributed load should not be represented by
point loads on a bridge with integrated abutments. To visualise this problem, the
maximum acceleration for each of the first three modes has been plotted in figure
6.13 for nine point loads and figure 6.14 for fifteen point loads. This is a modelling
error that can be avoided if more point loads or a distributed load is used. Since this
was discovered in a late stage of the thesis, there has not been time to investigate
this further. In the figures 6.13 and 6.14, note that mode 1, 2 and 3 is not the sum
of each mode separately since the maximum accelerations occur in di!erent nodes.

In figure 6.15, the accelerations for one point load and the triangular loads with the
first three modes are compared.
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Figure 6.13: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1. Short
Bridge with integrated abutments with a triangular loadshape repre-
sented by nine point loads.
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Figure 6.14: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1. Short
Bridge with integrated abutments with a triangular loadshape repre-
sented by fifteen point loads.
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Figure 6.15: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1. Short
Bridge with integrated abutments. Comparing a point load to triangu-
lar load shapes.

Figure 6.16 shows the maximum accelerations obtained from di!erent load shapes.
Herein, the accelerations obtained for one point load are much larger than for the
distributed loads. Allthough integrated abutments introduce problems which require
more work to get a reliable model, it is advantageous to use distributed loads if lower
accelerations are needed.
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Figure 6.16: Absolute Maximum Vertical Accelerations from the HSLM A1. Short
Bridge with integrated abutments. Comparing load shapes
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

The aim of this thesis was to study a simple two dimensional bridge model which
can capture both the additional sti!ness from the ballast and the distributing e!ect
of the axle loads through the ballast. The finite element formulation used has a non-
linear longitudinal sti!ness associated to the slip at the interface between the ballast
and the bridge. To investigate the load distribution through the ballast, a parametric
study was performed on a two dimensional model with plane elements. The results
were used to create di!erent load shapes to implement in dynamic analyses in Matlab
on three di!erent bridge models.

The results obtained with the non-linear bridge model of Skidträsk with the addi-
tional sti!ness of the ballast show that:

• At large maximum vertical accelerations from a train load model, the finite
element has a large slip (g). Therefore, the bridge models with the same
relationship between the slip and the longitudinal sti!ness of the ballast (F =
C · g) at large slips have a similar response. This sti!ness does not lower the
maximum acceleration of the bridge. Increasing C makes the bridge sti!er
resulting in a shift towards higher critical train velocities.

The two dimensional track superstructure model with plane elements presented in
this thesis show that:

• The shape of the load distribution is a!ected mainly of two parameters; the
depth and the Young’s modulus of the ballast. A larger depth of the ballast
layer gives a wider distribution of the vertical stress on the bridge. Increasing
the Young’s modulus makes the load distribution more concentrated under the
sleepers closest to the point load.

• Changing the height of the ballast layer a!ects the shape of the vertical stress
under the ballast layer more than the Young’s modulus does.
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• A model which does not transfer any uplifting forces between the sleepers and
ballast reduces the tensile stresses in the ballast and makes the load distribu-
tion more narrow. The interface between sleepers and ballast should not be
able to transfer tensile stresses. Therefore, a model of this kind is pre!ered.

• When applying a point load on top of a sleeper, the largest part of the load
is distributed through the sleeper directly underneath. The rest is distributed
through the two sleepers on each side of the load.

• When applying a point load between two sleepers, most of the load is dis-
tributed through the two sleepers closest to the load and a small part in the
sleepers next to them.

After comparing di!erent distributed load shapes on the Skidträsk bridge (36 meters
long), the following conclusions can be made:

• By distributing the axle load on a load model like HSLM A1 or Steel Arrow,
the maximum vertical accelerations are lowered. Compared to a point load,
the accelerations are lowered to about 80 % with HSLM A1 and 70 % with
the Steel Arrow. However, at the resonance train velocities, the maximum
accelerations are approximately the same as when using a point load.

• There is hardly no di!erence in using three point loads with eurocode distribu-
tion 1:4, a triangular load shape or load shapes based on the two dimensional
track superstructure model.

• The di!erence between a constant load shape and a load shape depending on
the axle load’s position with regards to the sleepers is negligible.

After comparing di!erent distributed load shapes on a simply supported short bridge
(15 meters long), the following conclusions can be made:

• The maximum accelerations from the HSLM A1 load model using one point
load per axle are significantly lowered when using distributed loads. Compared
to the long bridge, even the resonance peaks are significantly lower.

• The first three modes are enough to get the same accelerations as a direct
implicit integration.

• The di!erence between constant load shape and a load shape depending on
the axle load’s position with regards to the sleepers is small.

A short bridge with integrated abutments has been implemented to investigate the
dynamic response from the HSLM A1 load model. Some important aspects have
been found.
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7.2. FURTHER RESEARCH

• In dynamic analyses with implicit integration on a bridge model of this type,
the acceleration of the bridge increases without converging, when the time
steps are taken smaller and smaller. This is due to the influence of the higher
modes which are not well represented by the model.

• For such problems, only a few modes (as recommended by the Eurocode)
should be included in the dynamic analyses.

• The number of point loads which represent the load shapes discussed earlier
become important. Load shapes should be represented by many point loads
or distributed loads because the internal distance between the point loads can
create resonance peaks.

• Keeping these aspects in mind, the maximum accelerations are heavily reduced
if the axle load is respresented by several point loads instead of one single point
load.

7.2 Further Research

To increase the knowledge and understanding about modeling bridges with inte-
grated abutments, additional numerical studies should be carried out. For the bal-
last, it would be interesting and useful to conduct experiments to get more reliable
non-linear functions for the additional ballast sti!ness.
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APPENDIX A. MATLAB CODE

2012-05-28 14:52 C:\Users\dwn\D...\step2aspread_acheck.m 1 of 4

%Composite bridge Linear
%36 m, 40 elements
 
clear all
clear
 
global Ea Aa Ia edof ne nd nn Le xy
%clc
div=1;
%number of elements
ne=40*div;
%Input Matrix
Indata=[  1       0.1         0.3662  0.3852   21645
          2       0.25/div    0.3662  0.3852   21645
          3-7     0.75/div    0.3564  0.3154   22023
          8-11    1/div       0.4042  0.3424   20337
          12-15   1/div       0.4744  0.3840   18490
          16-21   1/div       0.5042  0.3958   17932];
 
%Input for Lengths, Area, I and rho for each element
%The first element is not used
%Input for Lengths, Area, I and rho for each element
for i=1
Le=zeros(ne,1); Le(1:div)=Indata(2,2); 
Le(div+1:6*div)=Indata(3,2);
Le(6*div+1:10*div)=Indata(4,2);
Le(10*div+1:14*div)=Indata(5,2); 
Le(14*div+1:20*div)=Indata(6,2); 
Le(20*div+1:40*div)=Le(20*div:-1:1);
 
Aa=zeros(ne,1); Aa(1:div)=Indata(2,3); 
Aa(div+1:6*div)=Indata(3,3);
Aa(6*div+1:10*div)=Indata(4,3);
Aa(10*div+1:14*div)=Indata(5,3); 
Aa(14*div+1:20*div)=Indata(6,3); 
Aa(20*div+1:40*div)=Aa(20*div:-1:1);
 
Ia=zeros(ne,1); Ia(1:div)=Indata(2,4); 
Ia(div+1:6*div)=Indata(3,4);
Ia(6*div+1:10*div)=Indata(4,4);
Ia(10*div+1:14*div)=Indata(5,4); 
Ia(14*div+1:20*div)=Indata(6,4); 
Ia(20*div+1:40*div)=Ia(20*div:-1:1);
 
roa=zeros(ne,1); roa(1:div)=Indata(2,5); 
roa(div+1:6*div)=Indata(3,5);
roa(6*div+1:10*div)=Indata(4,5);
roa(10*div+1:14*div)=Indata(5,5); 
roa(14*div+1:20*div)=Indata(6,5); 
roa(20*div+1:40*div)=roa(20*div:-1:1);
end
 
%mass per length for track superstructure
robAb=8280;
Ea=210e9;
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2012-05-28 14:52 C:\Users\dwn\D...\step2aspread_acheck.m 2 of 4

EbIb=1.283e7;
%Brigade inputs
height_brigade=(Indata(:,4)*12).^(0.25);
ro_brigade=(Indata(:,5).*Indata(:,3)+robAb)./height_brigade.^2;
%number of nodes
nn=ne+1;
%number of DOFs
nd=nn*2;
%Coordinates for nodes
xy=zeros(nn,2);
for i=1:nn-1
    xy(i+1,1)=xy(i)+Le(i);
end
%DOF for elements
edof=zeros(ne,4);
v=1:4;
for i=1:ne
    edof(i,:)=(v+2*(i-1));
end
 
K=zeros(nd,nd); M=zeros(nd,nd);
for i=1:ne
    Aaa=Aa(i);
    roaa=roa(i);
    %mass per length
    m=roaa*Aaa+robAb;
    Iaa=Ia(i);
    Lee=Le(i);
    %Local stiffness matrix
    k12=12*(Ea*Iaa+EbIb)/Lee^3; 
    k6=6*(Ea*Iaa+EbIb)/Lee^2;     
    k4=4*(Ea*Iaa+EbIb)/Lee;        
    k2=2*(Ea*Iaa+EbIb)/Lee;              
    kprim=[k12 k6 -k12 k6
        k6 k4 -k6 k2
        -k12 -k6 k12 -k6
        k6 k2 -k6 k4];
    %local Mass matrix
    mprim=m*Lee/420*[156 22*Lee 54 -13*Lee
       22*Lee 4*Lee^2 13*Lee -3*Lee^2
       54 13*Lee 156 -22*Lee
       -13*Lee -3*Lee^2 -22*Lee 4*Lee^2];
    %Global stiffness matrix
    K(edof(i,:),edof(i,:))=K(edof(i,:),edof(i,:))+kprim;
    %Global mass matrix
    M(edof(i,:),edof(i,:))=M(edof(i,:),edof(i,:))+mprim;
end
 
%
1
%
%Boundary conditions for stiffness and mass. at 0m and 36.0m
A1=1:nd;
A1(1)=[]; A1(nd-2)=[];
K1=K(A1,A1);
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2012-05-28 14:52 C:\Users\dwn\D...\step2aspread_acheck.m 3 of 4

M1=M(A1,A1);
 
%Rayleigh Damping
w1=16.5268; w2=145.5404;
C1=ray_damp(M1,K1,w1,w2);
 
%Mode shape and natural frequency squared 
[fi,wn2]=eig(K1,M1);
freq=diag(sqrt(wn2)/pi/2);
wn=sqrt(wn2);
 
%Moving point loads
%distance between axles
hh=0.001;
[axle, axle_load]=HsLM_A1Rik;
% axle=axle+10;
% load('x05_h65_e200ll.mat')
% [axle_spread,axle_load_spread]=spread_egen(axle,axle_load,fmitt,fcoordmitt);
dt=hh;  
T=18;
%Speed
speed=100;
a_max=zeros(length(speed),2);
ai=1;
u_mid=zeros(length(speed),T/hh+1);
% v_mid=zeros(length(speed),T/hh+1);
a_mid=zeros(length(speed),T/hh+1);
for vel=speed
    tic
    %speed
    v=vel/3.6;
    vel
    T=round(436/v)+3    %3 seconds after the train leaves the bridge
    ns=T/dt;
    t=0:dt:T;
%     f=force_matrix_eul(v,t,axle_spread,axle_load_spread);
    f=force_matrix_eul(v,t,axle,axle_load);
    f1=f(A1,:);
   
    %%%%Implicit direct integration
    u=zeros(length(A1),length(t)); 
    du=zeros(length(A1),length(t));
    ddu=zeros(length(A1),length(t)); 
    
    % Average acceleration method
    gamma=0.5; beta=1/4;
    Keff=K1+C1*gamma/(dt*beta)+M1*1/(beta*dt.^2);
    for i=1:length(t)-1
        keffd1=f1(:,i+1)+M1*(1/(beta*dt^2)*u(:,i)+1/(beta*dt)...
            *du(:,i)+(1/(2*beta)-1)*ddu(:,i))+C1*(gamma/(beta*dt)...
            *u(:,i)+(gamma/beta-1)*du(:,i)+dt*(gamma/(2*beta)-1)*ddu(:,i));
        u(:,i+1)=keffd1'/Keff;
        du(:,i+1)=gamma/(beta*dt)*(u(:,i+1)...
            -u(:,i))-(gamma/beta-1)*du(:,i)-dt*(gamma/(2*beta)-1)*ddu(:,i);
        ddu(:,i+1)=1/(beta*dt^2)*(u(:,i+1)...
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2012-05-28 14:52 C:\Users\dwn\D...\step2aspread_acheck.m 4 of 4

            -u(:,i)-dt*du(:,i))-(1/(2*beta)-1)*ddu(:,i);
    end
    
    %%Adding removed DOFs at 0m and 36.0m 
    u1=zeros(nd,length(t));
    u1(2:nd-2,:)=u(1:nd-3,:);       u1(nd,:)=u(nd-2,:);
    du1=zeros(nd,length(t));
    du1(2:nd-2,:)=du(1:nd-3,:);     du1(nd,:)=du(nd-2,:);
    ddu1=zeros(nd,length(t));
    ddu1(2:nd-2,:)=ddu(1:nd-3,:);   ddu1(nd,:)=ddu(nd-2,:);
 
    %Midpoint displacement and acceleration
    u_mid(ai,:)=u1(nn,:);
    v_mid(ai,:)=du1(nn,:);
    a_mid(ai,:)=ddu1(nn,:);
    %Absolute vertical accelerations
    ddu_v=abs(ddu1(1:2:nd,:));
    [X,I]=max(max(ddu_v,[],2));
    a_max(ai,:)=[X,I];
    ai=ai+1;
    toc 
    
end
% save('nonsleep.mat','t','a_mid','u_mid')
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APPENDIX A. MATLAB CODE

Non-linear Bridge Model

2012-05-28 15:37 C:\Users\dwn\Dropbo...\step2_3_acheck.m 1 of 4

% Step 2 nonlinear

%36 m, 40 elements

clear

clear all

global Ea Aa Ia Eb Ab Ib Eg ra rb Fo go h edof ne nd nn Le xy

%clc

div=1;

%number of elements

ne=40*div;

Ne=ne;

%number of nodes

nn=ne+1;

%number of DOFs

nd=nn*2;

%Input Matrix

Indata=[  1       0.1         0.3662  0.3852   21645

          2       0.25/div    0.3662  0.3852   21645

          3-7     0.75/div    0.3564  0.3154   22023

          8-11    1/div       0.4042  0.3424   20337

          12-15   1/div       0.4744  0.3840   18490

          16-21   1/div       0.5042  0.3958   17932];

 

%Input for Lengths, Area, I and rho for each element

%The first element is not used

%Input for Lengths, Area, I and rho for each element

for i=1

Le=zeros(ne,1); Le(1:div)=Indata(2,2); 

Le(div+1:6*div)=Indata(3,2);

Le(6*div+1:10*div)=Indata(4,2);

Le(10*div+1:14*div)=Indata(5,2); 

Le(14*div+1:20*div)=Indata(6,2); 

Le(20*div+1:40*div)=Le(20*div:-1:1);

 

A=zeros(ne,1); A(1:div)=Indata(2,3); 

A(div+1:6*div)=Indata(3,3);

A(6*div+1:10*div)=Indata(4,3);

A(10*div+1:14*div)=Indata(5,3); 

A(14*div+1:20*div)=Indata(6,3); 

A(20*div+1:40*div)=A(20*div:-1:1);

A=A./2;

 

I=zeros(ne,1); I(1:div)=Indata(2,4); 

I(div+1:6*div)=Indata(3,4);

I(6*div+1:10*div)=Indata(4,4);

I(10*div+1:14*div)=Indata(5,4); 

I(14*div+1:20*div)=Indata(6,4); 

I(20*div+1:40*div)=I(20*div:-1:1);

I=I./2;

 

roa=zeros(ne,1); roa(1:div)=Indata(2,5); 

roa(div+1:6*div)=Indata(3,5);

roa(6*div+1:10*div)=Indata(4,5);

roa(10*div+1:14*div)=Indata(5,5); 

roa(14*div+1:20*div)=Indata(6,5); 

roa(20*div+1:40*div)=roa(20*div:-1:1);
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end

%Coordinates for nodes

xy=zeros(nn,2);

for i=1:nn-1

    xy(i+1,1)=xy(i)+Le(i);

end

%DOF for elements

edof=zeros(ne,4);

v=1:4;

for i=1:ne

    edof(i,:)=(v+2*(i-1));

end

 

tol=1E-3;

h=1;

Ea=210E9;

Eb=0.6415E7;

Ab=6;

Ib=1;

rb=680+10;

 

Fo=6685;

go=2.103E-5;

Eg=Fo/go;

 

afg=[2:nd-2 nd];

%

1

%

% linear analysis

 

kg=zeros(2*Ne+2,2*Ne+2);

mg=zeros(2*Ne+2,2*Ne+2);

 

for i=1:Ne

    

  v=[2*i-1:2*i+2];

  

  L=Le(i);

  Aa=A(i);

  Ia=I(i);

  ra=roa(i);

  

  [ke]=linearstiffness(L);

  [me]=massmatrix(L);

 

  kg(v,v)=kg(v,v)+ke;

  mg(v,v)=mg(v,v)+me;  

 

end    

 

kr=kg(afg,afg);

mr=mg(afg,afg);

 

%Rayleigh Damping
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w1=16.5268; w2=145.5404;

cr=ray_damp(mr,kr,w1,w2);

[F,E]=eig(kr,mr);

freq=diag(sqrt(E))./2./pi;

%

2

%

%Moving point loads

%distance between axles

hh=0.001;

[axle, axle_load]=StalpendelnRik;

axle_load=axle_load/2;

dt=hh;

%Speed

speed=40:250;

u_max1=zeros(length(speed),2);

a_max1=zeros(length(speed),2);

ai=1;

for vel=speed

    tic

    v=vel/3.6

    T=round(436/v)+3     %3 seconds after the train leaves the bridge

    ns=T/dt;

    t=0:dt:T;

    f=force_matrix_eul(v,t,axle,axle_load);

    

    %Average acceleration method - non linear

    Vu=zeros(length(afg),length(t)); 

    Vdu=zeros(length(afg),length(t));

    Vddu=zeros(length(afg),length(t));

    u=Vu(:,1);

    du=Vdu(:,1);

    ddu=Vddu(:,1);

    totiter=0;

    for i=1:ns

      i;

      % predictor  

      u=u+hh*du+hh^2/2*ddu;

      du=du+hh*ddu;

      % correction

      r=100;

      iter=0;

      while r>tol

         u1=zeros(2*ne+2,1);

         f1=zeros(2*ne+2,1);

         k1=zeros(2*ne+2,2*ne+2);

         u1(afg)=u;

         for ii=1:ne

           v=[2*ii-1:2*ii+2];

           p=u1(v);

           L=Le(ii);

           Aa=A(ii);

           Ia=I(ii);

           ra=roa(ii);

           [fe,ke]=nonlinearstiffness(L,p);
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           f1(v)=f1(v)+fe;

           k1(v,v)=k1(v,v)+ke;

         end    

         fi=f1(afg);

         kt=k1(afg,afg);

         re=mr*ddu+cr*du+fi-f(afg,i);   

         r=norm(re);

         if r>tol

           iter=iter+1;

           kh=kt+4*mr/hh^2+2*cr/hh;     

           dd=-kh\re;   

           u=u+dd;

           du=du+2/hh*dd;

           ddu=ddu+4/hh^2*dd;

         end  

      end

      totiter=totiter+iter;

      Vu(:,i)=u;

      Vdu(:,i)=du;

      Vddu(:,i)=ddu;

    end

    

    %Midpoint displacement and acceleration

    u_v_mat=zeros(nd,length(t));

    u_v_mat(afg,:)=Vu;  %adding removed dofs

    du_v_mat=zeros(nd,length(t));

    du_v_mat(afg,:)=Vdu;   

    ddu_v_mat=zeros(nd,length(t));

    ddu_v_mat(afg,:)=Vddu;    

    unl_mid(ai,:)=u_v_mat(nn,:);

    vnl_mid(ai,:)=du_v_mat(nn,:);

    anl_mid(ai,:)=ddu_v_mat(nn,:);

 

    %Absolute Maximum vertical accelerations and displacments

    u_v=abs(u_v_mat(1:2:nd,:)); 

    ddu_v=abs(ddu_v_mat(1:2:nd,:));         %only vertical accelerations

    [V,III]=max(max(u_v,[],2));

    [X,II]=max(max(ddu_v,[],2));

    u_max1(ai,:)=[V,III];

    a_max1(ai,:)=[X,II];

    ai=ai+1;

    toc

    totiter

end

 

save('nonlin_stal_umax_40_250_typ1.mat','speed', 'u_max1')
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%Ray damping
 
function C=ray_damp(M,K,w1,w2)
xsi1=0.005;
 
alpha_d=xsi1*2*w1*w2/(w1+w2);
beta_d=xsi1*2/(w1+w2);
 
C=alpha_d*M+beta_d*K;
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function f=force_matrix_eul(v,t,axle,axle_load)
 
global nd ne nn xy edof Le
 
    %force matrix with euler-bernoulli shape functions, one column/timestep and one 
row/dof
    
    f=zeros(nd,length(t));
    for k=1:length(t)                   %for each timestep
        for j=1:length(axle)            %for each point load
            l=1;                        %l is what element the load is acting on
            xx=v*t(k)-axle(j);          %the x-coordinate of the point load at time=t
(k)
            while l<=ne && xx>=0 && xx<=xy(nn,1) %while the point load is on the bridge
                if xy(l,1)<=xx && xx<xy(l+1,1)
                    x1=xx-xy(l,1);
                    L=Le(l);
                    f(edof(l,1),k)=f(edof(l,1),k)+(1-3*(x1/L)^2+2*(x1/L)^3)*axle_load
(j);
                    f(edof(l,2),k)=f(edof(l,2),k)+(x1*(1-x1/L)^2)*axle_load(j);
                    f(edof(l,3),k)=f(edof(l,3),k)+(3*(x1/L)^2-2*(x1/L)^3)*axle_load(j);
                    f(edof(l,4),k)=f(edof(l,4),k)+(x1^2/L*(x1/L-1))*axle_load(j);
                    break
                end
                l=l+1;
            end 
        end
    end  
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function [fe,ke]=nonlinearstiffness(L,p);
 
global h Ea Ia Eb Ib Fo go
 
x=L*[0.1127016653792582
     0.5
     0.887298334620742];
 
wx=L*[0.2777777777777777
      0.4444444444444443
      0.2777777777777777];
    
 
fe=zeros(4,1);
ke=zeros(4,4);
 
for i=1:3
    
  G=[-6*x(i)/L^2+6*x(i)^2/L^3  1-4*x(i)/L+3*x(i)^2/L^2  6*x(i)/L^2-6*x(i)^2/L^3  3*x(i)
^2/L^2-2*x(i)/L];
 
  g=h*G*p;
  
  %%%% linear
  
  %Cg=Fo/go;
  %Sg=Cg*g;
  
  %%%%% non linear 
  
  if abs(g)<go
    Cg=Fo/go;
    Sg=Cg*g;
  else
    Cg=0;
    Sg=Fo*sign(g);
  end  
  
  fe=fe+h*G'*Sg*wx(i);
  ke=ke+h^2*G'*Cg*G*wx(i);
  
end
 
 
EI=Ea*Ia+Eb*Ib;
 
kk=[12*EI/L^3   6*EI/L^2  -12*EI/L^3   6*EI/L^2
    6*EI/L^2    4*EI/L    -6*EI/L^2    2*EI/L
   -12*EI/L^3  -6*EI/L^2   12*EI/L^3  -6*EI/L^2
    6*EI/L^2    2*EI/L    -6*EI/L^2    4*EI/L];
 
fe=fe+kk*p;
ke=ke+kk;
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function [axle_spread, axle_load_spread]=spread_ec(axle, axle_load)
 
%eurocode load distribution
b=0.280;    %sleeper width
h=0.65;     %height of ballast
cc=0.60;    %sleeper distance
l=h/2+b;    %length of spread
Np=3;       %number of point loads per sleeper
 
%Number of point loads for each axle only odd numbers
axle_spread=zeros(length(axle)*Np*3,1);
axle_load_spread=zeros(length(axle_load)*Np*3,1);
 
%length of spread
j=1;
 
% nine
for i=Np*3/2+0.5:Np*3:length(axle_spread)
    P=axle_load(j);
    p1=P/(4*l)*l/Np;
    p2=p1*2;
    p3=p1;
    %load positions
    axle_spread(i-1:i+1)=axle(j)*ones(1,Np)+[-l/Np 0 l/Np];
    axle_spread(i-4:i-2)=axle_spread(i-1:i+1)-cc;
    axle_spread(i+2:i+4)=axle_spread(i-1:i+1)+cc;
    %loads
    axle_load_spread(i-1:i+1)=p2*ones(1,Np);
    axle_load_spread(i-4:i-2)=p1*ones(1,Np);
    axle_load_spread(i+2:i+4)=p3*ones(1,Np);
    j=j+1;
end
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function [axle_spread, axle_load_spread]=spread_tri(axle, axle_load,ls)
 
%Number of point loads for each axle only odd numbers
Np=15;
axle_spread=zeros(length(axle)*Np,1);
axle_load_spread=zeros(length(axle_load)*Np,1);
 
%15
%length of spread
j=1;
% 
for i=Np/2+0.5:Np:length(axle_spread)
%     stress
    sm=axle_load(j)/(ls/2);
    s1=sm/(ls/2)*1/Np*7*ls;
    s2=sm/(ls/2)*1/Np*6.5*ls;
    s3=sm/(ls/2)*1/Np*5.5*ls;
    s4=sm/(ls/2)*1/Np*4.5*ls;
    s5=sm/(ls/2)*1/Np*3.5*ls;
    s6=sm/(ls/2)*1/Np*2.5*ls;
    s7=sm/(ls/2)*1/Np*1.5*ls;
    s8=sm/(ls/2)*1/Np*0.5*ls;
%     loads
    pm=(sm+s1)*1/Np*0.5*ls;
    p2=s2*1/Np*ls;
    p3=s3*1/Np*ls;
    p4=s4*1/Np*ls;
    p5=s5*1/Np*ls;
    p6=s6*1/Np*ls;
    p7=s7*1/Np*ls;
    p8=s8*1/Np*ls;
%     load positions
    axle_spread(i-7)=axle(j)-1/Np*7*ls;
    axle_spread(i-6)=axle(j)-1/Np*6*ls;
    axle_spread(i-5)=axle(j)-1/Np*5*ls;
    axle_spread(i-4)=axle(j)-1/Np*4*ls;
    axle_spread(i-3)=axle(j)-1/Np*3*ls;
    axle_spread(i-2)=axle(j)-1/Np*2*ls;
    axle_spread(i-1)=axle(j)-1/Np*ls;
    axle_spread(i)=axle(j);
    axle_spread(i+7)=axle(j)+1/Np*7*ls;
    axle_spread(i+6)=axle(j)+1/Np*6*ls;
    axle_spread(i+5)=axle(j)+1/Np*5*ls;
    axle_spread(i+4)=axle(j)+1/Np*4*ls;
    axle_spread(i+3)=axle(j)+1/Np*3*ls;
    axle_spread(i+2)=axle(j)+1/Np*2*ls;
    axle_spread(i+1)=axle(j)+1/Np*ls;
    axle_load_spread(i-7)=p8;
    axle_load_spread(i-6)=p7;
    axle_load_spread(i-5)=p6;
    axle_load_spread(i-4)=p5;
    axle_load_spread(i-3)=p4;
    axle_load_spread(i-2)=p3;
    axle_load_spread(i-1)=p2;
    axle_load_spread(i)=pm;
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    axle_load_spread(i+7)=p8;
    axle_load_spread(i+6)=p7;
    axle_load_spread(i+5)=p6;
    axle_load_spread(i+4)=p5;
    axle_load_spread(i+3)=p4;
    axle_load_spread(i+2)=p3;
    axle_load_spread(i+1)=p2;
    j=j+1;
end
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function [axle_spread, axle_load_spread]=spread_egen(axle, axle_load,fmitt,fcoordmitt)
%fcoordmitt is the coordinates of the force.
%fmitt is the force on the bridge, integrated from Lusas results.
fcoordmitt=fcoordmitt-fcoordmitt(1);
Np=length(fmitt);
 
axle_spread=zeros(length(axle)*Np,1);
axle_load_spread=zeros(length(axle_load)*Np,1);
 
j=1;
 
for i=1:Np:length(axle_spread)
    P=axle_load(j);
    axle_spread(i:i+Np-1)=fcoordmitt+axle(j)-fcoordmitt(length(fcoordmitt))/2;
    axle_load_spread(i:i+Np-1)=fmitt*-P;
    j=j+1;
end
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function [fsleeper, sleeper, f]=force_matrix_super_eul(v,t,axle,axle_load,sleep_force)
 
global nd ne nn xy edof Le
 
sleeper=-(0.6+0.9):0.60:xy(nn,1)+0.60*3;
 
nsleep=length(sleeper);
fsleeper=zeros(nsleep,length(t));
proc01=sleep_force(1,1);
proc02=sleep_force(2,1);
proc051=sleep_force(1,2);
proc052=sleep_force(2,2);
    for k=1:length(t)                   %for each timestep
        for j=1:length(axle)            %for each point load
            s=2;                        %s is what sleeper the load is acting on
            xx=v*t(k)-axle(j);          %the x-coordinate of the point load at time=t
(k)
            while s<=nsleep-2 && xx>=-0.60*2 && xx<=xy(nn,1)+0.60*3 %while the point 
load is on sleepers
                if sleeper(s)<=xx && xx<sleeper(s+1)
                    x1=xx-sleeper(s);
                    if x1<=0.60/2
                        fs1=proc01-abs(proc01-proc051)*(x1/(0.60/2));
                        fs2=proc02-abs(proc02-proc052)*(x1/(0.60/2));
                        fs3=proc01+abs(proc01-proc052)*(x1/(0.60/2));
                        fs4=abs(proc051)*(x1/(0.60/2));
                        fsleeper(s-1,k)=fsleeper(s-1,k)+fs1*axle_load(j);
                        fsleeper(s,k)=fsleeper(s,k)+fs2*axle_load(j);
                        fsleeper(s+1,k)=fsleeper(s+1,k)+fs3*axle_load(j);
                        fsleeper(s+2,k)=fsleeper(s+2,k)+fs4*axle_load(j);
                    else
                        x1=x1-0.60/2;
                        fs1=proc051-abs(proc051)*(x1/(0.60/2));
                        fs2=proc052-abs(proc01-proc052)*(x1/(0.60/2));
                        fs3=proc052+abs(proc02-proc052)*(x1/(0.60/2));
                        fs4=proc051+abs(proc051-proc01)*(x1/(0.60/2));
                        fsleeper(s-1,k)=fsleeper(s-1,k)+fs1*axle_load(j);
                        fsleeper(s,k)=fsleeper(s,k)+fs2*axle_load(j);
                        fsleeper(s+1,k)=fsleeper(s+1,k)+fs3*axle_load(j);
                        fsleeper(s+2,k)=fsleeper(s+2,k)+fs4*axle_load(j);
                    end
                    break
                end
                s=s+1;
            end 
        end
    end  
    
% %force matrix with euler-bernoulli shape functions, one column/timestep and one 
row/dof
f=zeros(nd,length(t));
v=(1:6);
L=0.3;
for k=1:length(t)
    j=4;
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    for l=0:4:nd
        if j<nsleep-2
        f(v+l,k)=f(v+l,k).*[1 1 0 0 1 1]'+fsleeper(j,k)/0.6*[L/2 L^2/12 L 0 L/2 -
L^2/12]';
%         f(v+l,k)=fsleeper(j,k)/0.6*[L/2 L^2/12 L 0 L/2 -L^2/12]';
        j=j+1;
        end
    end
end
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